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Đề thi giữa kì 1 Tiếng Anh 11 trường THPT Bến Cát 2020 

I. Choose the correct sentence which has the same meaning as the given one. 

Question 1: He played some games and then went to bed. 

A. He went to bed before having played some games. 

B. After he had played some games, he went to bed. 

C. While he was playing some games, he was going to bed. 

D. Playing some games, and then he had gone to bed. 

Question 2: "I'm sorry I have to leave so early," he said. 

A. He apologized that he has to leave early. 

B. He apologized for having to leave early 

C. He apologized to have left early. 

D. He apologized to have to leave early. 

Question 3: "You won the competition. Congratulations!" 

A. Mary congratulated me with winning the competition. 

B. Mary congratulated me about winning the competition 

C. Mary congratulated me on winning the competition 

D. Mary congratulated me at winning the competition 

II. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your sheet to indicate the word(s) closest 

meaning to the underlined words in each of the following sentences. 

Question 4: Unselfishness is the very essence of friendship. 

A. romantic part                  B. important part 

C. difficult part                    D. interesting part 

Question 5: We should take care of war invalids and families of martyrs 
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A. Look into       B. look for       C. look after      D. look at 

Question 6: The purpose of the contest is to stimulate the spirits of playing sports among 

students 

A. prevent       B. rise       C. encourage     D. influence 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your sheet to indicate the word(s) opposite 

meaning to the underlined words in each of the following sentence, from 7 to 8 

Question 7: Why did the parents oppose to the idea of sending their children to the 

special class at first? 

A. unlimited    B. undefined      C. every day      D. normal 

Question 8: Match the word in A with its appropriate definition in B. 

A. illegal      B. improper     C. indirect     D. unreal 

IV. Read the passage, then choose the correct answer A, B, C, or D. 

In the last few weeks, I have spent every Saturday in my flat and have done nothing more 

exciting than work at home, read the newspapers, and watch television. I had begun 

feeling bored with this and so, last weekend I thought I would do something different. I 

phoned several of my friends and we decided to go to London for the day. I was really 

excited as I hadn't been to London since I was ten. We decided to go by coach as this was 

the cheapest means of transport. In London, we decided to take a sightseeing tour as we 

wanted to see some of the famous buildings. After the tour, we bought some sandwiches 

and ate them in the small park. In the afternoon some of us went shopping and the others 

went to the theater. We met up again at 6.30 p.m and went to a small restaurant in Sotho. 

The meal was really good, but, unfortunately, it took much longer than we had expected. 

We had to get a taxi back to the coach station. Luckily, we got there just two minutes 

before our coach left. 

Question 9: According to the passage, the writer ------------------------ 

A. has lived in London for ten years 

B. usually spends his weekend in London 

C. went to London with some of his friends 

D. felt bored with his tour 

Question 10: He felt so excited about going to London because --------------------- 
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A. he went there ten years ago 

B. he hadn't been there before 

C. he hadn't been there for ten years 

D. he hadn't been there for a long time 

Question 11: Why did they decide to go by coach? 

A. Because they wanted to start early 

B. Because other means of transport were more expensive 

C. Because it was expensive 

D. Because they were excited about taking it to London 

Question 12: Which of the following is true? 

A. They all went shopping before going to the theater 

B. They had lunch in a small restaurant. 

C. They made a sightseeing tour and then had lunch 

D. They left the city at 6.60 p.m 

Question 13: Why did they have to catch a taxi? 

A. Because they didn't have enough time to walk to the coach station 

B. Because they were too tired to walk. 

C. Because the coach station was very far from the restaurant. 

D. Because it was raining heavily then 

VI. Choose the option A, B, C, or D corresponding to the best sentence that is made 

up from the sets of word 

Question 19: It/ very kind/ you/ help me/ start/ engine. 

A. It's very kind for you to help me start the engine. 
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B. It's very kind to you to help me start the engine. 

C. It's very kind that you help me start the engine. 

D. It's very kind of you to help me start the engine. 

Question 20: while/ I/ open/ letter/ telephone/ ring. 

A. While I was opening the letter, the telephone rang. 

B. While I were opening the letter, the telephone rang. 

C. While I opened the letter, the telephone rang. 

D. While I opened the letter, the telephone rings. 

VII. Choose the one word or phrase (a, b, c or d ) that best completes the sentence or 

substitutes for the underlined word or phrase. 

Question 21: Big Brothers is a voluntary.....................for the boys who no longer have 

fathers. 

A. organizing   B. organized    C. organization     D. organizer 

Question 22: I have no objection to ________ to your story again. 

A. listened        B. to listen        C. listening      D. listen 

Question 23: You are ________ your time trying to persuade him; he will never help 

you. 

A. wasting       B. costing       C. missing      D. losing 

Question 24: Friendship is......................... two-sided affair; it lives by give-and-take. 

A. an     B. no article         C. the        D. a 

Question 25: He remembered________ to the circus when he was five years old. 

A. to be taken     B. taking      C. to take        D. being taken 

Question 26: ________too much, he found difficult to drive home. 

A. To drink     B. Have drunk       C. Having drunk       D. Drunk 
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Question 27: "What do you think of the English competition?" 

- "Oh, it's________. It's a good time to practice my English" 

A. exciting         B. scary         C. boring       D. tired 

Question 28: He entered the class, sat on the second row, and________ at the girl sitting 

next to him. 

A. see          B. saw       C. glanced           D. talked 

Question 29: I saw someone________ through the window. 

A. was jumping     B. to jump     C. jump          D. jumped 

Question 30: They ________ good friends, but they've fallen out recently. 

A. were      B. are          C. would be      D. used to be 

Question 31: Fortunately, the hospital's new air-conditioning system________ when the 

first heatwave of the summer arrived. 

A. installed         B. had been installed      C. had installed     D. had been installing 

Question 32: My close friend is often concerned _______ all problems that I mention. 

A. above         B. over     C. into      D. with 

Question 33: The exam is coming, so the teachers tell their students _______ a lot. 

A. studied     B. study        C. studying        D. to study 

Question 34: The plane _______ by the time I arrived at the airport. I missed the flight. 

A. hadn't taken off             B. take off 

C. didn't take off                 D. had taken off 

Question 35: The number of injuries from automobile accidents _______ every year. 

A. decrease        B. increases       C. control       D. limit 

Question 36: What a pity! Mary isn't here now. If she ___ here now, she ___ what to do. 

A. is/ knows                   B. would be/ knew 
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C. were/ will know          D. were/ would know 

Question 37: When I ______ to the cinema last night, the film ______ a quarter before. 

A. came/ had begun           B. had come/began 

C. come/ has begun            D. came/began 

Question 38: He spent almost his time ________ his favourite subjects. 

A. learn     B. learning        C. to learn        D. learned 

Question 39: If you only care about your interests and feelings, you are very -------------- 

A. friendly        B. loyal         C. selfish      D. happy 

Question 40: Does Dr. Johnson mind -----------at home if his patients need his help? 

A. calling      B. being called       C. to be called        D. to call 

Đáp án đề thi Tiếng Anh giữa kì 1 lớp 11 THPT Bến Cát 2020 
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